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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Rock Island Railroad Bridge is a fixed span through truss of riveted steel construction erected in 1893. It reaches across a narrow chute in the Columbia River
near the town of Rock Island southeast of Wenatchee on the Burlington Northern main
line from Spokane to Seattle. The Columbia runs unusually swift and deep at this
location — 125 feet deep to the riverbed in the main channel at low water, which
precluded the use of falsework during the erection process. Ordinary cantilever
construction was impractical because a spur of the Wenatchee Mountains rose abruptly
from the river's west bank, requiring an immediate curve in the tracks beyond the
bridge and preventing the use of a conventional shore arm. Such a shore arm and continuous span would have extended the structure too far toward the mountains forcing
an impossibly tight bend before the tracks could continue northward along the river
bank.
The bridge originally consisted of two simple spans and a heavy timber approach
trestle. The main channel span of 416 feet 6 inches is a modified Petit or Camelback truss 63 feet deep at the center with subties and substruts provided to avoid
a heavy floor system and minimize dead weight. Originally this was supported between
a steel rocker abutment at the end of the western approach trestle, and a fixed
triangular steel tower resting on a rock island that diverts part of the river into
a shallow side channel. The secondary span is an inverted Parker deck truss reaching
from the island tower to a natural rock abutment on the east bank. This rock rises
above the level of the valley floor on the opposite side, so an opening was blasted
out to provide a perfectly flat approach.
The bridge deck is wide enough for two sets of standard gu^age tracks with sufficient
clearance for trains passing in opposite directions.
In 1925, both spans and the underpinnings were heavily reinforced and the wooden
approach trestle was replaced. The triangular tower was apparently encased in a
monolithic concrete pedestal, the rocker abutment was strengthened with additional
steel columns and bracing, and the trestle was rebuilt in steel. The main and
secondary spans were doubled by essentially duplicate trusseso placed alongside the
original structure but offset downward to clear its bottom :ee¥€hwith the deck
reinforcing framework. During this work the old spans were left in place and the
entire structure became one bridge upon completion without any interruption of
traffic.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

In 1893, under the auspices of the Great Northern Railroad, the St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Manitoba Railway Company completed a transcontinental line from Minneapolis and
the Mississippi River to Seattle and Puget Sound. This was the first direct rail
connection from Seattle to Spokane and the first transcontinental route through the
central interior of Washington State. The last section of track was built across the
Cascade Mountains at Stevens Pass with crews working east from Everett and west from
Wenatchee. The rails were brought together at Scenic, a few miles west of the Stevens
Pass summit on January 6, 1893. However, the line eastward beyond Wenatchee was
interrupted by the Columbia River. As a temporary expedient, the railroad cars were
shuttled across the river on the ferry Thomas L. Nixon. Finished on May 2, 1893, the
Rock Island Bridge spanning the Columbia joined the trackage and completed a continuous line from Seattle to Minneapolis.
Because the Columbia River has such a swift current at the Rock Island narrows, it
was impossible to use falsework to support the span during the construction process.
Other constraints (explained in the preceding description) prevented ordinary cantilever construction, so an interesting varient was designed to solve these engineering
difficulties. In effect the bridge was a cantilever during construction and a simple
span upon completion. The erection process is described at some length in January 6,
1894 issue of the Engineering Record:
The erection of the bridge carrying the recently completed Great
Northern Railway line over the Columbia River near Rock Island,
Washington, is notable on account of the manner in which an ordinary fixed span was erected as a cantilever in a way that is, so
far as we are aware, novel and original.
The side channel of the river was shallow enough for the construction of falsework,
and falsework was also possible in place of the trestle on the opposite bank. The
side span was erected in two separate sections; each half inverted on top of the
falsework at opposite ends of the channel span. These served as temporary shore
arms provided with an adjustable counterbalance to offset the weight of the main
truss as its triangular panels were assembled across the void by the cantilever
method. Adjustable members were placed between the shore arm and the channel span
to raise or lower the two parts or adjust laterally as necessary to connect them
at the center. The counterweight consisted of a block of rails whose number increased
as erection progressed and the weight and lever arm of the balanced steel work also
increased. Eventually the counterweight totaled 3,400 tons. Construction of the
deck and permanent track kept pace with the span so that it could serve to transport

[]MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
"Erection of the Columbia River Bridge", The Engineering Record, January 6, 1894,
P. 86.
Great Northern Railway Company, Fourth Annual Report for the Year Ending June 30,
1893.
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additional materials to crane-like travelers on tracks running along the top cords.
During erection, cables and heavy bracing were required to prevent damage or movement
induced by strong, gusting winds.
When the channel span was complete, the shore arms were removed and reassembled upright
as the required 250 foot deck truss across the side channel.
In his two volume, 2,000 page text Bridge Engineering published in 1916, J. A. L. Waddell
describes in explicit detail most of the construction principles used in the Rock
Island Railroad Bridge.
At each side of the river there is erected on falsework a simple
span having its chords and certain of its web members (for short
spans all of them) stiffened for erection stresses. Then over
each pier is built a toggle consisting of horizontal upper-chord
eye-bars and adjustable verticals, by means of which one-half of
the central span is cantilevered over the stream to meet the
other half, after which the toggles are removed.
He continues with a description of the site conditions that necessitated the development
of this method. These conditions are almost precisely the same as are found in the
Columbia River crossing at Rock Island, including the rock outcropping and side channel
situation. Waddel then explains that this was a method that he originated "two
decades ago" (1886) for use on a branch line of the Nippon Railway. Because of financial
difficulties, construction was delayed for "many years after the author's plans were
finished."
It is interesting that Waddell originally designed this method for use with the more
elegant Petit truss and its graceful polygonal top cord, while the Japanese engineers
who eventually executed the concent employed the Camel-back for reasons of economy and
ease in fabrication. The top eord-has fewer changes in inclination. Waddell's comment
on the Camel-back configuration is that "in appearance the truss is uncompromisingly
ugly." The Camel-back truss was also used at Rock Island about six years after the
basic construction concept was first proposed. Waddell himself never used the method
until 1912.
The use of the side span, erected in half sections and inverted as temporary shore arms,
is not mentioned in Bridge Engineering and as observed in the Engineering Record, it
was probably an innovation.
In 1925 the bridge was extensively reinforced to carry the weight of heavier trains
and the massive R-2 class 2-8-8-2 engines then being delivered to the Great Northern.
For this reason similar reinforcement was added to most existing bridges on the main
line. At present the obvious doubling of the Rock Island Bridge is an unusually graphic
illustration of this transition in railroad equipment.
The Rock Island Railroad Bridge was designed, fabricated and erected by the Edge Moor
Bridge Works, Wilmington, Delaware. It was a difficult engineering achievement at the
time of its construction and it was the final link in an important transcontinental
rail connection. The bridge has been in continuous, uniterrupted service for more than
80 years.
....._.-.-•
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Waddell, J. A. L. Bridge Engineering, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1916
Wood, Charles R.

Lines West, Superior Publishing Company, Seattle, 1967.
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The construction of the Rock Island Railroad Bridge over the Columbia River in 1893 marked the second railroad
crossing of the Columbia, and the completion of the Great Northern Railway's transcontinental line from Minneapolis
to Seattle. The Great Northern route across Washington was another demonstration of the way in which the railroads
diverted the orientation of the whole northern portion of the interior of the state from its historic focus down the
Columbia River to Portland towards Puget Sound. The span is significant as the final link in the first direct rail
connection between Seattle and Spokane. During a time when a city's well-being was contingent upon its railroad
connections, the Great Northern line was essential to the development of Seattle as a primary port on Puget Sound.
The bridge consists of a 416.5 foot modified Petit camelback through truss which spans the main channel, a 125
foot approach trestle on the west, and a 250 foot inverted Parker deck truss on the east. The erection of the riveted
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account of the manner in which an ordinary fixed span was erected as a cantilever "in a way that is, so far as we are
aware, novel and original." Because of the Columbia River's swift current and its depths of up to 125 feet at Rock
Island, it was not possible to use falsework in erecting the channel span. The rugged topography of the Wenatchee
Mountains also precluded erection by conventional cantilever methods. The 250 foot deck truss was erected upside
down on falsework at each end of the main channel, serving as temporary shore arms during the construction of the
channel span. The shore arms were temporarily connected to the channel span by eye-bars at the top, and by struts
at the bottom, and were weighted with rails to enable the erection of the channel span as a cantilever. When the
channel span was completed, the shore arms were removed and reassembled upright as a deck truss over the west side or
the channel.
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The bridge was designed, fabricated, and erected by the Edge Moor Bridge Works of Wilrmngton, Delaware. In 19^b,
it was extensively reinforced to support the weight of the heavier R-2 class 2-8-8-2 locomotives. At this time, the
main and secondary spans were doubled through the construction of duplicate trusses alongside the original structure.
The Rock Island Bridge was not only the final link in an important transcontinental rail connection, but its innovative
method of erection was a significant engineering accomplishment at the time of its construction.
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